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Abstract: Adiabatic Compressed Air Energy Storage (ACAES) is regarded as a promising, grid scale,
medium-to-long duration energy storage technology. In ACAES, the air storage may be isochoric
(constant volume) or isobaric (constant pressure). Isochoric storage, wherein the internal pressure
cycles between an upper and lower limit as the system charges and discharges is mechanically simpler,
however, it leads to undesirable thermodynamic consequences which are detrimental to the ACAES
overall performance. Isobaric storage can be a valuable alternative: the storage volume varies to
offset the pressure and temperature changes that would otherwise occur as air mass enters or leaves
the high-pressure storage. In this paper we develop a thermodynamic model based on expected
ACAES and existing CAES system features to compare the effects of isochoric and isobaric storage.
Importantly, off-design compressor performance due to the sliding storage pressure is included by
using a second degree polynomial fit for the isentropic compressor efficiency. For our modelled
systems, the isobaric system round-trip efficiency (RTE) reaches 61.5%. The isochoric system achieves
57.8% even when no compressor off-design performance decrease is taken into account. This fact is
associated to inherent losses due to throttling and mixing of heat stored at different temperatures.
In our base-case scenario where the isentropic compressor efficiency varies between 55% and 85%,
the isochoric system RTE is approximately 10% lower than the isobaric. These results indicate that
isobaric storage for CAES is worth further development. We suggest that subsequent work investigate
the exergy flows as well as the scalability challenges with isobaric storage mechanisms.

Keywords: ACAES; thermomechanical energy storage; isobaric CAES; thermodynamic analysis

1. Introduction

There are two heat-based categories of Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES): sys-
tems which use a supplementary heat input to heat the air prior to expansion, most often
denoted Diabatic CAES (DCAES) systems; and systems which do not require a supple-
mentary fuel, most commonly denoted Adiabatic CAES (ACAES) [1]. Isothermal (or more
accurately near-isothermal) systems have also been proposed, however these are also
adiabatic in the sense that, as a whole, the systems aims to minimise the net heat loss
to the ambient over a charge–discharge cycle. Diabatic CAES is largely irrelevant to Net
Zero agendas unless the fuel used is a low-carbon option. The challenges with low-carbon
diabatic systems are, therefore, common with the use of low-carbon fuels for power gen-
eration (i.e., low-carbon hydrogen or ammonia in gas turbines) and largely distinct from
the challenges in designing a successful adiabatic system [2]. In this article, we focus on
ACAES systems and the mechanism of air storage, which can be either constant volume
(isochoric), or constant pressure (isobaric).
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Isochoric air storage (Figure 1a) is used in both the utility scale DCAES plants that
operate today (Huntorf in Germany and McIntosh in the USA [3]). Both of these plants use
solution-mined hermetic salt caverns as the air storage volume, allowing the pressure to
increase as the system charges and decrease as the system discharges. The pressure changes
in turn lead to temperature changes, so that the cavern temperature rises throughout the
charging as air is added to the cavern and decreases as air is removed from the cavern
during discharge. However, isochoric storage leads to several design challenges, which
are particularly problematic in ACAES [2]. These are that the sliding pressure operation
of the compressors and expanders increases the rate of exergy destruction (exergy is a
measure of the extractable work from a given thermodynamic state), since the machinery
is required to run in off-design conditions throughout the operation cycle. The sliding
pressure also changes the temperature at the compressor outlets, leading to mixing of heat
at different temperatures in the thermal energy stores and the air store, resulting in further
exergy destruction. On the expansion side, the variable inlet pressure as the pressure in
the air store decreases is normally dealt with by fixing the inlet pressure to the minimum
cavern operation pressure via a throttling process. This throttling leads to a significant
portion of the exergy destruction (up to 7% of the compressor work at normal storage
pressures [3]), but accepting this loss is worth it to facilitate more straightforward operation
of the expansion equipment. On top of all of these issues, control of the transient operation
of isochoric systems is a major challenge [4].

Isobaric operation is the alternative to isochoric operation, allowing machinery to
operate at design point, removing the need for throttling and the requirement to deal with
variable compressor outlet temperatures. However, an isobaric air store requires a variable
volume, which is more complex to design, engineer, implement, and maintain than an
isochoric air store. In engineering terms, the question of isochoric and isobaric air storage
is then one of whether the additional complexity of isobaric storage, and its associated cost,
is worth it.

Previous work on the topic of isobaric CAES has mainly been conceptual and has
focused on the mechanism of providing the variable volume. Kim et al. [5] investigate
hydraulically compensated isobaric CAES systems. The two methods proposed are main-
taining a hydrostatic head of saturated brine with an underground cavern and a surface
shuttle pond (see Figure 1b) or using a hydraulic pump to regulate the pressure (Figure 1c).
A variation on this mechanism involves placing the store underwater, which offers potential
advantages in terms of storage costs, as proposed by Pimm et al. [6]. Chen et al. [7] details
the concept of isobaric air storage using a volatile cushion gas, exploiting the exceptionally
high compressibility of two-phase CO2 at pressures below the critical pressure (Figure 1d).
Changes from air in the gaseous state to the adsorbed state have also been proposed.
Havel [8] proposes using zeolites for ‘Adsorption Enhanced CAES’, requiring heat to be
added to the storage to de-adsorb the air during discharge.

While the aforementioned studies introduced several methods of achieving isobaric
storage, there has been little work to compare isobaric and isochoric systems from a thermo-
dynamic perspective. He et al. [9] builds isobaric and isochoric cavern models for ACAES,
investigating the relationship between the stored exergy and the heat transfer across the
cavern walls. Their main conclusions relate to the theoretical energy storage in the different
operation modes, which is doubled from isochoric to isobaric, and the benefits in maintain-
ing the cavern wall isothermal. While they do not investigate the operational differences
between isobaric and isochoric systems outside of the cavern thermal parameters, their
work is a useful basis for the modelling developed herein. Overall, there is a knowledge
gap concerning how the isobaric and isochoric storage modes affect the performance of
an ACAES system and how they impact design requirements of the constituent compo-
nents. Moreover, compressor off-design performance has yet to be taken into account when
comparing isobaric and isochoric systems.
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Figure 1. Four primary mechanisms for air storage in ACAES. (a) Isochoric storage in a constant
volume underground salt cavern. (b) Isobaric storage with a shuttle pond. (c) Isobaric storage with
hydraulic compensation using a pump to regulate the fluid pressure. (d) Isobaric storage using the
liquid-vapour phase change in a volatile fluid.

Therefore, in this paper a high-level system oriented thermodynamic comparison
between isobaric and isochoric CAES systems is undertaken. The key contributions and
novelties are: (i) establishing a thermodynamic model capable of assessing the key opera-
tional and overall performance differences between isochoric and isobaric ACAES systems;
(ii) investigating the system Round-Trip Efficiency (RTE) and TES discharge temperature
sensitivity to the compressor off-design performance; and, (iii) illustrating that, even with-
out any compressor off-design performance penalty, the isobaric system is likely to reach
higher RTE levels and store significantly more energy than its isobaric counterpart.

We accomplish this through thermodynamic analysis which naturally leads to a wider
discussion about the relative merits of each type of system. Our thermodynamic analysis
reveals that the isobaric ACAES system may offer an improvement in performance of 7–15%
compared with the isochoric system, depending on the level of the off-design efficiency
penalty imposed by the turbomachinery operation. However, there are many other factors
identified, as well as the increased efficiency, that favour isobaric storage, including ease of
system control and reductions in the cyclic temperature and pressure stresses experienced by
the storage cavern. Hence, we anticipate that the advantage of isobaric storage in a real system
may be larger and suggest that further work on isobaric storage mechanisms is desirable.
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2. ACAES Model

For both the isobaric and isochoric CAES systems, we consider a four-stage compres-
sion and two-stage expansion from atmospheric pressure to a high pressure of 7.5 MPa.
Although the asymmetrical nature of the system results in some of the input work being
unavailable at discharge, this is a design choice imposed by the fact that close-to-adiabatic
compressors with very high pressure ratios are difficult to design and expansion equip-
ment typically works with higher pressure ratios (often pressure ratios of ∼ 10 are used
in gas turbines). We note that the McIntosh plant [10] and the TICC 500 demonstration
plant [4] use 4 and 5 compression stages, respectively, while the Huntorf plant is split into
two groups of compression stages, 20 axial stages and 6 centrifugal stages [11]. During
charging the compressors add air to the High Pressure Air Store (HPST) and during dis-
charge air is extracted from the HPST and used to drive turbines for power generation. The
maximum HPST pressure is 7.5 MPa and the minimum pressure is 4.0 MPa. The choice of
these conditions is somewhat arbitrary in the conceptual design—in reality the operational
pressure available for an underground hermetic cavern depends strongly on the exact
geology. However, the assumptions we use are based on the operational parameters of
the McIntosh CAES plant, which cycles the cavern between 4.4 and 7.4 MPa in a regular
cycle [11].

The CAES systems are shown in Figure 2a,b for the isochoric and isobaric systems,
respectively. The maximum volume available for air storage in the HPST is equal in
both systems. For the isochoric system (Figure 2a), the air is added to a constant volume
HPST, increasing both the pressure and the temperature during charging (and decreasing
during discharging). For the isobaric system (Figure 2b), it is assumed that the pressure is
maintained at a constant value via a pressure compensation system. The exact nature of
the pressure compensation is not specified and could be one of a number of mechanisms
as described in Figure 1. Since the purpose of this paper is to compare the systems under
isochoric and isobaric operation modes, our aim is discover the potential improvement in
performance through the addition of isobaric storage. If the performance improvement
is larger, this suggests that the additional complexity of isobaric storage is likely to be
worthwhile, whereas if the improvement between the two modes is minimal then the
additional costs associated with isobaric operation are unlikely to lead to an economically
viable system.

Other than the HPST, the key difference in the design layout of the two systems
is the presence of the throttle valve in the isochoric system, which maintains constant
pressure at the inlet to the expansion train. This strategy is employed in all existing CAES
plants. Since off-design operation of the compressors has been identified as a key issue
that must be accounted for isochoric systems [4], this is included in the compressor sub-
models as detailed below. We model the air as a perfect gas with constant specific heats
(cp = 1004 J kg−1 K−1 and cv = 718 J kg−1 K−1). The inter-cooling heat exchangers in
Figure 2 (HEX1 to HEX4) feed insulated Thermal Energy Stores (TES units) with a liquid
coolant. We do not specify an exact coolant, rather we assume that a coolant with a constant
specific heat capacity cc = 1200 J kg−1 K−1 is available and is stable at all the temperatures
encountered. In practice, the cost of this fluid poses a challenge, however given our interest
is in the comparative performance between the two systems we overlook this, taking
parameters close to those of available thermal oils (our coolant is loosely based on the
online information for Therminol 66 [12]). Each system also has a heat exchanger to control
the temperature of the air entering the HPST (HEX5). This is likely to be favourable from a
design and control perspective.

The approach used for modelling the individual components is detailed below, in-
cluding the relevant thermodynamic equations. We adopt a pseudo-equilibrium approach,
whereby during charging an increment of air mass, ∆m, is passed through the compression
train and is added to the HPST in time interval ∆t. All thermodynamic properties are
considered constant during the interval ∆t. During discharge, the reverse process is true
and ∆m is removed from the HPST and passes through the expansion train in time ∆t [3].
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the ACAES systems. (a) Isochoric—the air leaving the HPST is throttled
to the minimum storage pressure. (b) Isobaric air storage is maintained so no throttle is included.

2.1. Compressors

The overall compression is divided into NC = 4 compressor stages, with each com-
pression taking place in an adiabatic compressor and no dynamic effects are considered.
The compressor power consumption, Ẇc, for each compressor can be calculated using
Equations (1) to (4),

Ẇc = ṁc(hin − hout) =
ṁ(hin − hout,s)

ηc
(1)

Pout = χPin (2)

hout = hin −
(hin − hout,s)

ηc
(3)

h ≈ cpT (4)

The pressure ratio χ is equal for each compressor and is calculated based on the HPST
pressure (PHPST) and the pressure drop (∆Pn) introduced by each HEXn. Hence:

PHPST = P4 − ∆P5 (5)

Pn = (χPn−1 − ∆Pn) (6)

P0 = Pa (7)

Pn is the pressure at the exit of the heat exchanger following the nth compression and
Pa is the atmospheric pressure.

In the isochoric ACAES case, the storage pressure changes constantly as the charging
process takes place, thus PHPST is a function of the charge time, which causes the com-
pressors to operate with variable pressure ratios. This impacts the outlet temperature,
isentropic efficiency, and power consumption. In general, the magnitude of the off-design
drop in isentropic efficiency depends on the machine technology (i.e., axial, centrifugal,
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positive-displacement), the exact compressor design and the operation strategy. We model
the compressor performance as a second degree polynomial, whose maximum efficiency
(design-point efficiency ηMAX

c ) occurs at the end of the charging process. The off-design op-
eration impact on efficiency tends to be more significant further away from the design point,
while operation closer to the design point has a smaller impact on the compressor efficiency.
This behaviour can be seen on the inset in Figure 3, where a compressor isentropic efficiency
is plotted against the pressure ratio at four different speeds [13]. This approach allowed
the off-design performance to be parameterised in terms of a single variable, however, it
is a preliminary simplification that precludes any actual flow instability prediction, and
cannot be considered a predictor of stable operating conditions. The compressor off-design
performance is illustrated in Figure 3 for three arbitrary differences in isentropic efficiency
between on-design and off-design operation. A smaller ∆η means that the compressor is
less sensitive to off-design operation. The sensitivity to the value of the efficiency drop off
is explored in our simulations.

In this work, the compressor design condition has been chosen to correspond to the
maximum (and isobaric) pressure ratio condition, such that only the increasing efficiency
region of the presented compressor lines are considered. This way, the severe performance
drop due to surge at higher pressure ratios is avoided [14]. The inset in Figure 3 depicts
typical compressor performance lines over four rotational speeds, wherein the severe
efficiency drop due to surge can be seen.
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Figure 3. Illustrating the compressor off-design performance with three arbitrary differences between
on-design and off-design isentropic efficiency. The inset illustrates a path on a real compressor map
(adapted from [13]), whose increasing efficiency portion we model as a second degree polynomial.

In Figure 3, χREL is the instantaneous relative pressure ratio, defined as:

χREL =
χ − χMIN

χMAX − χMIN (8)

Therefore, χREL ranges between zero and one when the storage pressure is equal to
the minimum and maximum allowable pressures, respectively. The relative compressor
efficiency, ηREL

c , is defined as the instantaneous efficiency over the design efficiency and is
modelled as:

ηREL
c =

ηc

ηMAX
c

= −∆ηREL
c χREL2

+ 2∆ηREL
c χREL +

(
1 − ∆ηREL

c

)
(9)

Here, ηc is the instantaneous compressor isentropic efficiency, ∆ηREL
c is the relative effi-

ciency difference between operation at the minimum pressure ratio and the maximum pressure

ratio over the efficiency at the maximum pressure ratio (∆ηREL
c =

ηMAX
c − ηMIN

c

ηMAX
c

=
∆ηc

ηMAX
c

).
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2.2. Heat Exchangers

After each mass increment of air mass passes through a compressor, it is cooled in an
intercooling Heat Exchanger (HEX) which supplies heat to a TES. During discharge the
reverse is true, so an increment of air is heated by the fluid stored in the respective TES
unit. We assume that all heat exchangers are adiabatic, so that all heat transferred from the
hot fluid is absorbed in the cold fluid. The HEX effectiveness is given by:

ε =
Q

QMAX =
Ch(Th

in − Th
out)

CMIN(Th
in − Tc

in)
=

Cc(Tc
out − Tc

in)

CMIN(Th
in − Tc

in)
(10)

Cc = ṁccc , Ch = ṁhch , CMIN = MIN[Cc, Ch] (11)

We use this approach for HEX1–4 and HEX6–7 in Figure 2. However, for HEX5, which
is not an intercooling HEX and is used to control the air inlet temperature in the HPST, we
use a fixed outlet temperature. For each system, the air inlet temperature to the HPST is
fixed at 35 ◦C.

Each HEX also introduces a pressure drop. It is out-of-scope to generate a precise
estimate of the HEX pressure drop, so we assume that each HEX introduces a pressure drop
of ∆PHEX = 0.01 MPa. This is equivalent to a pressure drop of 3.5% [11] and is consistent
with pressure drops considered in previous work [15].

2.3. Isochoric HPST

For each HPST we consider a storage volume of 300,000 m3, similar to the volume in
the Huntorf CAES [11,16]. We assume a cylindrical storage geometry as shown in Figure 4,
with a cavern radius of 38 m, giving a cavern height of 67 m. We assume that the cavern
wall temperature is uniform with a constant value of 35 ◦C.

Figure 4. The cavern is assumed to have cylindrical geometry, with constant wall temperature Twall
and convective heat transfer coefficient κ. The cavern internal temperature (THPST = 308 K) indicates
a mid-point depth around 550 m [17]. (a) Cavern arrangement in the isochoric configuration, wherein
volume and surface areas are constant, whilst pressure and temperature are variable. (b) Cavern
arrangement in the isobaric configuration where pressure is maintained by changing the available air
storage volume.

The isochoric HPST operates between minimum and maximum pressure levels, PMIN
HPST

and PMAX
HPST . Using a pseudo-equilibrium approach, the conservation of mass and energy

for the HPST are given by Equations (12) and (13) [3].

m2 = m1 ± ṁ∆t (12)

(m1 ± ṁ∆t)u2 = m1u1 ± ṁh∆t − Q̇cavern∆t (13)
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Here, m1 and m2 are the stored air mass at times t and t + ∆t, respectively, and ṁ is
the mass flow rate. The positive value in Equation (12) corresponds to the charging process,
with the negative during discharging. During the charging process, the enthalpy value
used is outlet enthalpy of HEX5 (h = hHEX5

out ), whereas during the discharging, the stored air
enthalpy in the HPST is used (h = hHPST). Q̇cavern is the heat loss to the cavern, given by:

Q̇cavern = κA(THPST − Twall) (14)

Here, κ is the heat transfer coefficient between the air and the cavern walls [18],
THPST is the air temperature in the HPST, Twall is the cavern wall temperature (assumed
isothermal with Twall = 35 ◦C) and A is the cavern wall area. If Twall > THPST then
heat will be transferred from the walls to the cavern air. We assume a uniform cavern
temperature and consider heat transfer across the cavern area, hence A in Equation (14) is
A = 2πrcavern(rcavern + Hcavern)) for the isochroic system.

2.4. Isobaric HPST

The isobaric HPST operates at a constant pressure of PMAX
HPST . During isobaric operation,

there is additional PdV work completed by (or completed during discharge) the air in the
store. The ability to store and recover this work will depend on the exact mechanism of
providing the isobaric storage. For example, with the shuttle pond (Figure 1b) there will
be small losses associated with the friction in the brine borehole, or with the hydraulic
compensation using a pump (Figure 1c) there will be losses associated with the efficiency
of the pump. Since the purpose is of this study is to contrast the system operation in the
different modes, we neglect this loss. It is therefore left to future work to determine the
exact losses associated with each of the isobaric storage mechanisms and build on the
analysis in this paper.

During charging, air is added at the same temperature as the cavern and the brine.
Therefore, the air, brine, and cavern walls are in equilibrium and there is no net loss or
gain of heat during either the charge, idle, or discharge processes. Hence we can write the
conservation of mass and energy for the air in the store as:

m2 = m1 ± ṁ∆t (15)

(m1 ± ṁ∆t)h2 = m1h1 ± ṁh∆t (16)

Since the enthalpy of the air entering the store and the air in the store is the same, then
the isobaric store remains in thermal equilibrium at the initial temperature.

2.5. Throttle Valve

On the isochoric system, a throttle valve is used to ensure that the pressure at the
expansion train inlet remains constant regardless of the upstream HPST pressure. The
throttle valve operation is considered isenthalpic, adiabatic, with no work or significant
changes in kinetic energy. Since we treat air as a perfect gas, for which enthalpy is only a
function of temperature, then there is no temperature change across the throttle.

2.6. Thermal Energy Stores

In both the isochoric and isobaric systems, there are two expansion stages. The air is
reheated in HEX6 and HEX7 (as detailed in Section 2.2) using thermal energy stored from
the compression. Since there are two expansion stages, only two TES units are required,
despite the fact that there are four compression stages. Looking at Figure 2, TES1 is fed by
HEX1 and HEX2, while TES2 is fed by HEX3 and HEX4. Since we assume constant specific
heat capacity in the coolant, and all HEX have the same coolant flowrates, the inlet TES
temperature is given by the mean of the respective HEX outlet temperatures.
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In each TES unit we assume that the fluid is fully mixed so that the bulk coolant
temperature Tbulk

c in each TES unit is updated at each timestep as shown in Equation (17).

(mc;1 + ṁc;in∆t)ccTbulk
c;2 = mc;1ccTbulk

c;1 + (ṁc;in∆t)ccTc;in (17)

Here Tbulk
c;1 is the bulk coolant temperature in the TES at the time t and Tbulk

c;2 is the
bulk coolant temperature in the TES at the time t + ∆t. cc is the specific heat capacity of
the coolant which we assume constant and Tc;in is the temperature at which the coolant
enters the TES (equal to the outlet temperature of the respective intercooling HEX as given
by Equation (10)).

2.7. Air Expansion

During discharge, the air leaves the HPST at the HPST temperature, as calculated
by either Equation (13) for the isochoric system or Equation (16) for the isobaric system,
given that for ideal gases T = f (u) ≈

(
u
cv

)
. In the isochoric system, the air is throttled as

discussed above so that the air enters the expansion train at the throttle pressure. Here, we
assume a throttle pressure of 4.0 MPa. In the isobaric system the air enters the expansion
train at the HPST pressure and no throttling is used. For both systems there are Ne = 2
expansion stages. Since for both systems the inlet pressure for the expansion is fixed, we
consider that all expanders operate at their on-design isentropic efficiency of ηe = 0.9 with
constant mass flow rate. The pressure ratio in each expander is equal, returning the air to
ambient pressure at outlet of the second expansion stage.

The work recovered from each air expansion is calculated using Equations (18) to (20).

Ẇe = ṁe(hin − hout) = ṁ(hin − hout,s)ηe (18)

hout = hin − (hin − hout,s)ηe (19)

Pout = ΨPin (20)

The expansion ratio Ψ is equal for each compressor and is a function of the inlet
pressure to the expansion train, the pressure drops through the heating HEX6 and HEX7
and the ambient pressure. In the isochoric configuration, Ψ is determined by Equation (21)
while for the isobaric configuration Ψ is determined by Equation (22).

P0 = Ψ2(Pthr − ∆P6)− Ψ∆P7 (21)

P0 = Ψ2(PHPST − ∆P6)− Ψ∆P7 (22)

In Equation (21) Pthr is the throttle outlet pressure.

2.8. Idle and Recovery

We also model the time periods between the charging and the discharging and between
the discharging and the charging in the subsequent cycle. We denote the former as the idle
period and the latter as the recovery period. During each of these periods we allow the
HPST to come into thermal equilibrium with the cavern wall, with heat transfer driven by
any temperature difference between the air in the cavern and the cavern walls, as implied
by Equation (14). Thus the temperature of the store may be calculated using Equation (23).

Q̇cavern∆t = mcv(THPST;2 − THPST;1) (23)

PHPST;2 = THPST;2
PHPST;1

THPST;1
(24)

In the above Equations (23) and (24), PHPST,1 and THPST,1 are the HPST pressure and
temperature respectively at time t, while PHPST,2 and THPST,2 are the HPST pressure and
temperature, respectively, at time t + ∆t. Therefore, in the isochoric configuration, after the
heating observed during the charging period, the store cools down during the idle period.
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This cooling leads to an isochoric pressure drop between the charge and the discharge as
implied by Equation (24).

Once the isochoric system is fully discharged, the temperature is colder than the
cavern walls since the air in the store is decompressed by a significant degree. Thus, during
the recovery period the store temperature will increase, driven again by the temperature
difference between the cavern walls and the stored air mass (Equation (14). Then during
the recovery period the air store pressure will rise according to Equation (24)).

In the isobaric configuration, the idle and recovery periods will not have any effect on
the storage conditions. This is because we assume that the air added to the store, the cavern
wall and the brine are at the same temperature and are, thus, always in thermal equilibrium.

Due to the pressure drop as the air in the isochoric store cools during discharge, in
the first cycle, not all of the air added to the store will be extractable within the designated
pressure limits. Therefore, we run the discharge operation of the isochoric store until the air
mass added to the store equalises with the air mass removed from the store. As highlighted
in the results, this happens after 3 cycles.

2.9. Model Parameters

A summary of the model parameters can be found in Table 1. The cavern volume,
area, compressor mass flow rate and pressure limits (isochoric only) values have been
chosen based on Huntorf [11,16]. The convective heat transfer coefficient has been taken
from [19], whilst wall, brine and cavern temperature have been taken for a 550 m deep
cavern, assuming a 25 ◦C km−1 geothermal gradient [17]. Heat exchanger pressure drops
are reported in [11], and the higher discharging effectiveness are justified by the greater
coolant heat capacity, when compared to the charging HEX.

Table 1. Key model parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Cavern

Volume 3 × 105 m3 Wall area 2.5 × 104 m2

Maximum pressure 7.5 MPa Minimum pressure cavern 4 MPa
Convective HTC (air to wall) 30 Wm−2 K−1 Wall temperature 35 ◦C
Initial temperature 35 ◦C Brine temperature 35 ◦C

Air

HEX5 outlet temperature 35 ◦C Mass flow rate 100 kg s−1

cp 1004 J kg−1 K−1 cv 718 J kg−1 K−1

Components and ambient

No. compression stages (Nc) 4 No. expansion stages (Ne) 2
Compressor design isentropic efficiency 0.85 Compressor off-design performance drop 0.35
Expander design isentropic efficiency 0.9 air side HEX pressure drop ∆pHEX 0.01 MPa
Inter-cooling HEX effectiveness ε 0.8 Heating HEX effectiveness 0.9
Coolant heat capacity (cc) 1200 J kg−1 K−1 Coolant initial temperature 25 ◦C
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Finally, the model implementation algorithm is schematically depicted as flowcharts
in Figure 5a,b, for charging and discharging processes, respectively. The internal algorithm
routines for compressors, heat exchangers, expanders, air storage and TES follow the
equations presented in Sections 2.1–2.7.

n=1

n=n+1

t=t+1

compressor

Storage

HEX14

HEX5 TES

is n=Nc+1?

Start

t=1

PHPST(t), THPST(t), 
VHPST(t), mHPST(t)

χ(t), ηc(t)

Yes

No

No No

isobaric isochoric

is
VHPST(t) = VHPST ?

 MAX
is

PHPST(t) = PHPST ?
 MAX

YesYes

End

(a) Charging process.

n=1

n=n+1

t=t+1

Expander

Storage

HEX67

TES

is n=Ne?

t=1

PHPST(t), THPST(t), 
VHPST(t), mHPST(t)

Yes

No

No No

isobaric

isobaric isochoric

is
VHPST(t) = 0? 

is
PHPST(t) = PHPST ?

 MIN

isochoric

YesYes

Start

End

Throttle
valve

(b) Discharging process.
Figure 5. Flowchart depicting the implemented model algorithm.

3. Results

The main results of our simulations are shown in Table 2. At steady state, the isochoric
system starts at a pressure of 4.15 MPa, charging for 31.2 h with a mass flow rate of
100 kg s−1. At the end of this time the HPST reaches the designated upper pressure limit
of 7.5 MPa and the system has consumed a total energy of 1.83 GWh. During discharge,
the pressure in the HPST decreases from 7.47 MPa to 4 MPa and 0.96 GWh of energy
is generated yielding a Round-Trip Efficiency (RTE) of 52.5%. The pressure recovers by
0.15 MPa due to heating of the store by the cavern walls during the recovery period. For
the isobaric system, the charging process takes more than double the time and requires
more than double the energy input, at 3.92 GWh. Of this, 2.41 are returned during the
discharging to yield a RTE of 61.5%.

The difference in the two simulated conditions charging and discharging time, and
hence the quantities of energy stored and recovered, is at first sight surprising, given the
same cavern volume. However, it is explained by the fact that the isobaric system requires
no air cushion which must remain in the store at all times. All of the 2.55 × 107 kg of stored
air is extracted from the air store, as opposed to only 1.12 × 107 kg for the isochoric store,
with the remainder being kept in the store to maintain the low pressure limit.
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Table 2. Simulation results for the isobaric and isochoric case in which ∆η = 0.35.

Variable Unit Isochoric Isobaric

Total time (chg) h 31.2 70.7
Total time (dis) h 31.2 70.7
Stored air mass (min) kg 1.23 × 107 0
Stored air mass (max) kg 2.53 × 107 2.55 × 107

Total compression power (min) MW 54.62 55.48
Total compression power (max) MW 76.7 55.48
Total expansion power (min) MW 30.87 34.13
Total expansion power (max) MW 30.91 34.13
HPST pressure loss (idle) MPa 0.03 0
HPST pressure gain (recovery) MPa 0.15 0
HPST temperature drop (idle) K 1.41 0
HPST temperature increase (recovery) K 10.93 0
Energy Consumption GWh 1.83 3.92
Energy Generation GWh 0.96 2.41
TES 1 max temperature K 422.08 415.29
TES 2 max temperature K 448.38 439.52
RTE — 0.525 0.615

The results of the variable pressure on the charging process of the isochoric store are
shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6a, we see the evolution of the compressor outlet pressures in
both systems. The effect of the variable pressure is clear as the pressure at the compressor
outlets in the isochoric system rises, reaching the maximum value when the system is
fully charged. This maximum value is maintained by the isobaric system throughout
the operation. The absolute value of the compressor outlet pressure change is smaller in
the lower stages. As shown in Figure 6b, the compressor efficiency drop is much more
significant at earlier times, and increases rapidly as the charging process takes place. This
is due to the shape of the efficiency function as given in Equation (9), which is typical
of a compressor map, and shows an increasing performance drop as you move further
from the design operation. It is interesting to note the combined effect of the increasing
pressure ratio and the efficiency as shown in Figure 6c. Here we see that the compressor
outlet temperatures in the isochoric system start at their maximum, when the inefficient
compressor operation dominates, before falling rapidly and reaching a temperature level
below the isobaric configuration when the compressor efficiency is high and the pressure
ratio is just below the level in the isobaric system. Figure 6d shows the evolution of the
charging power and the energy stored.

Figure 7a shows the evolution of the HPST temperature during the charge and discharge
periods for both the configurations. The dotted line gives the temperature in the isobaric
system, which is constant since the air, brine, and cavern walls are always in thermal
equilibrium. The red line in Figure 7a illustrates the HPST temperature during charging. The
temperature rise is caused by the compression in the HPST as more air is added. This reaches
a near-steady state value after around 10 h due to the increasing heat loss to the cavern walls.
The temperature drop during discharging is much more severe, which is a result of the fact
that during the charge air was being added to the store at constant temperature, whereas
during the discharge it is removed from the HPST at THPST. The temperature differences,
∆Tidle and ∆Trecovery are also shown. Figure 7b shows the power output from the expansion
and the cumulative energy released. The isobaric power generation is higher since there is
no throttling required which reduces the expansion inlet pressure and the power generation
is constant with both configurations since both have fixed expansion inlet pressures (PHPST
and Pthr for the isobaric and isochoric configurations, respectively).
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Figure 6. Composite plot with main compressors operation figures during the charging process:
(a) Compressors 1 through 4 outlet pressure; (b) isentropic efficiency (all machines operate with same
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Figure 7. Composite plot depicting: (a) storage temperature variation during the isochoric system
charging and discharging periods (red and blue lines, respectively), as well the constant isobaric
system temperature throughout charging and discharging. Additionally, the difference between
final charging and initial discharging temperatures corresponds to the idle period temperature drop
(∆Tidle), whilst the opposite corresponds to the recovery period temperature increase (∆Trecovery).
(b) power generation (left, lines) and cumulative energy generation (right, shaded areas) during the
discharging period for both systems. Note the isobaric scenario runs for longer than the isochoric.
Data generated for ∆η = 0.35.

Finally, we examine the sensitivity of our results to the compressor off-design perfor-
mance. Figure 8a shows the RTE as a function of the compressor efficiency loss. We see
that the isochoric system is around 5% less efficient than the isobaric system even with no
off-design penalty. This is predominantly a result of the throttling, as well as the mixing
of heat at different temperatures at the compressor outlets during the charge. It is also
apparent that as the off-design penalty exceeds beyond 40% the drop in RTE accelerates.
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The TES temperatures as a function of the off-design compressor efficiency loss is shown in
Figure 8b. It is interesting to note the curve of the isochoric system, which results in a lower
TES temperature than the isobaric configuration when there is a small off-design perfor-
mance drop. This is due to the lower average compression ratio in the isochoric system. At
higher off-design performance drops, the inefficiency in the compressor results in higher
outlet temperatures, as more of the input work manifests as heat rather than increasing
the air pressure. This work is not fully lost though, as the higher TES temperatures are
beneficial in the expansion.
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Figure 8. Composite plot comparing key differences between the isobaric and isochoric system
performance figures as a function of the compressor efficiency loss ∆η = η(χREL = 1)− η(χREL = 0).
In (a) Isochoric system Round-Trip Efficiency (RTE) compared to the isobaric system RTE (constant);
and (b) TES 1 and 2 final charging temperatures in isobaric and several isochoric conditions.

4. Discussion

Our results highlight many of the thermodynamic differences between the operation
of isochoric and isobaric CAES systems. While isochoric systems certainly offer simpler
storage—the store is just a fixed volume pressure vessel—the variable pressure resulting
from the fixed volume impacts the system performance, significantly reducing it in a
number of aspects. In particular, the isochoric storage leads to a variable charging power
with a fixed air mass flow rate and the variable pressure ratio the system experiences leads
to variable compressor outlet temperatures and off-design compressor operation. In our
base case simulation, where we stipulated a 35% drop in the compressor performance
at the most severe off-design conditions encountered, the difference in RTE between the
two systems was 9%. The main mechanisms driving this loss are the throttling required to
fix the expansion train inlet pressure and the inefficient compressor operation. To precisely
evaluate the losses, a system exergy analysis would be a useful future contribution. In
contrast, there is no need for throttling in the isobaric system since the pressure at the
expansion train inlet is constant and the compressors work at their design operation
throughout the charging process.

When the compressor off-design penalty is not included, the isochoric system RTE
figures are similar to values commonly reported in literature [3,20] for low-temperature
ACAES systems. When the compressor off-design influence is included, there is a significant
decrease on the round-trip efficiency and increase on TES discharge temperature. The
power decrease tendency observed in Figure 6d has also been reported in [21]. The effect of
the off-design compressor operation is not straightforward. This is because some of the
work that ends up as heat as a result of the inefficient compressor operation leads to an
increase in the temperature of the stored heat in the TES units. This, in turn, leads to a
higher work output during the discharge. Indeed, increasing the turbine inlet temperatures
may be desirable since it will also increase the outlet temperatures. In general, keeping
the turbine outlet temperatures above freezing is likely to be important, particularly if the
air has significant moisture content. We also note that the variable compressor operation
poses control challenges, which we have not modelled here. For example, there needs to be
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real-time control of the pressure ratio to avoid significant extra work, which is a difficult
challenge. Thus we may have underestimated the off-design performance drop.

The system we model is loosely based on the Huntorf and McIntosh systems, however
it is interesting to note that with a similar cavern volume we end up with a much reduced
discharging power and higher discharge duration. This is because the discharging mass
flow rate at Huntorf is higher than the charging mass flowrate and there is a large gain in
work output due to the supplementary natural gas use. The difference between energy
stored and charging time between the system in isochoric and isobaric operation modes is
also striking, with the isobaric system delivering more than 2.5 times the energy generation
of the isochoric system. While this does imply a significant gain in energy density for the
isobaric system, this must be qualified by the fact that maintaining isobaric storage will
require a larger footprint, either through a shuttle pond on the surface or another cavern
for brine storage (as illustrated in Figure 1).

While the store could also be an above-ground manufactured pressure vessel, for
example a steel cylinder or an innovative wire wound solution [22], for any large-scale
HPST, underground caverns are likely to be the most cost-effective option considering
the large volume of compressed air required. Additionally, the fact that underground
storage caverns are not visible means that CAES plants can have fairly minimal over-
ground footprints. However, the underground cavern also imposes strict limitations on
the operation, since the geology will dictate maximum air mass flow rates, maximum
temperature cyclability limits, maximum pressure cycling limits, and maximum rates of
change for both temperature and pressure. The operation mode of the cavern will then
be strongly influenced by the geology, with isobaric operation required where stress cycle
induced/enhanced salt creep might threaten the cavern long term stability and integrity.
Therefore, from a cavern engineering perspective the advantages of isobaric storage are a
reduction in the thermal and pressure stresses on the cavern, and the ability to counteract
cavern creep (since the cavern would be flushed with brine each cycle), which tends to
reduce the volume of salt caverns and decrease long-term stability [23]. However, there
could also be issues with this since the saturation of brine is temperature dependent and
thus saturation levels would need to be carefully controlled if there were large temperature
swings between the cavern and the shuttle pond. Overall, it seems likely that the question
as to which system is a better choice for a particular location will depend on the various
trade-offs presented. Of particular importance are the compressor off-design performance
associated with the available compression machinery and the geological considerations
associated with the cavern.

5. Conclusions

A number of mechanisms for isobaric storage in ACAES systems have been proposed
in the literature, however, until now there has been little work comparing the effect isochoric
and isobaric storage on ACAES systems. This paper develops reduced order thermody-
namic models of isochoric and isobaric ACAES systems, illustrating the key operational
differences. The key findings are related to the effects of isochoric and isobaric storage
on the system components requirements and the consequences on a systematic level. For
isochoric systems, it is important to maintain high efficiency levels for the components
over the range of operating conditions encountered. For isobaric ACAES systems this
operational flexibility is not required and the constant pressure ratio on the compressors
will result in constant outlet temperature, which ultimately decreases the exergy destruction
due to mixing heat at different temperatures. Furthermore there is a significant increase in
storage capacity per unit of volume of the high-pressure air storage.

Our modelling suggests that isobaric systems are likely to have a RTE improvement of
around 9% minus any losses associated with maintaining the isobaric storage. This may
increase significantly if there are challenges with control of the isochoric system or if there
is a large off-design penalty associated with the compressors. Isobaric systems also ease
the cyclic temperature and pressure variations experienced by the high-pressure air store.
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However, an isobaric store is significantly more complex than its isochoric counterpart
and will have a larger CAPEX. Thus, the question of whether isochoric or isobaric ACAES
is better will depend on whether the additional expense and technical complexity of the
isobaric store is justified by the performance increase. Further comparative studies between
isochoric and isobaric systems, especially in terms of exergy flows and economic analysis,
are required to assess these outstanding questions.
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Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used in this manuscript:

Symbols
A Area, L2,
cp; cv Specific heat at constant pressure and volume, respectively, L2T−2Θ−1,
cc Coolant specific heat, L2T−2Θ−1,
C Heat capacity, L2 MT−3Θ−1,
h Specific enthalpy, L2T−2,
H Height, L,
m Mass, M,
ṁ Mass flow rate, MT−1,
Nc, Ne Number of compressor and expander stages,
P Pressure, ML−1T−2,
∆PHEX Pressure drop in the heat exchanger ML−1T−2,
Q Heat transferred, L2 MT−2,
Q̇ Heat transfer rate, L2 MT−3,
r Radius, L,
T Temperature, Θ,
t time, T,
u Specific internal energy, L2 MT−2,
V Volume, L3,
W Work, L2 MT−2,
Ẇ Power, L2 MT−3,
Greek characters
ε Heat exchanger effectiveness,
η Efficiency,
κ Convective heat transfer coefficient, MT−3Θ−1,
χ Instantaneous pressure ratio,
Ψ Expansion ratio,
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Subscripts
1 Condition on the beginning of the timestep,
2 Condition on the end of the timestep,
a Relative to ambient condition,
c Compressor or cold fluid,
cavern Relative to HPST cavern,
e Expander,
h Hot fluid,
HPST Relative to the High Pressure Storage,
in Inlet condition,
N Condition at the nth compressor or heat exchanger outlet,
out Outlet condition,
s Isentropic condition,
wall HPST wall,
Superscript
bulk Mixed conditions in TES,
HEXn Condition at the nth heat exchanger outlet,
MAX Maximum condition,
MIN Minimum condition,
REL Relative condition,
Dimensions
L Length
T Time
M Mass
Θ Temperature
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